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Abstract

In this paper we describe implications of an under-explored theoretical property of the Average
Marginal Component Effect (AMCE): its violation of independence. We show how this results
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test for the presence of preference intransitivities and illustrate our method with the reanalysis
of a number of conjoint experiments.
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1 Introduction

Preference measurement and preference aggregation constitute two of the most well-developed branches

of contemporary political science (Ansolabehere et al., 2008; Austen-Smith & Banks, 1998; Berinsky,

2017; Patty & Penn, 2019). They are, nevertheless, too frequently studied in isolation. Practition-

ers interested in the elicitation of preferences rarely consider the aggregation mechanisms implied by

the statistical tools they employ. This can be problematic since statements about social preferences

derived from modern elicitation techniques (at least as practiced in political science) are frequently

difficult to justify on theoretical grounds.

In this paper we describe a heretofore unexplored theoretical property of typical estimands tar-

geted in conjoint experiments in political science. These experiments focus on the Average Marginal

Component Effect (AMCE), which is nearly always interpreted as a measure of social preference

(Bansak et al., 2021; Hainmueller et al., 2014; Leeper et al., 2020). We show that the AMCE incor-

porates information about irrelevant attribute levels when making comparisons across feature-levels

and, as such, can artificially create a transitive ranking of attributes. This can occur when, in fact,

the underlying distribution of preferences does not support such an ordering in pairwise comparisons.

That is, with three attribute levels a, b, & c, the AMCE incorporates information about how a and b

both perform against c when constructing an estimate of social preference for a relative to b.

This is an undesirable property for a preference relation if we believe that judgements about

any pair of attributes should not depend upon preferences relative to a third attribute (Chernoff,

1954; Sen, 1993). It is potentially even less desirable for empirical scholars who want to use conjoint

experiments to make valid statements about voter preferences as observed in the world. The AMCE

will incorporate information from indirect comparisons and mechanically produce a transitive ordering

of attributes even when such an order is not warranted. That is, we show that the AMCE can produce

a transitive ranking even when, in paired comparisons of attributes, there are preference cycles where

a is preferred to b, b preferred to c, but c preferred to a.

Of course, preference aggregation problems are among the most well-studied in political science.

Indeed, our paper directly relates to canonical results in social choice (Arrow, 1950; Arrow, 1963). As

a preference aggregation mechanism, the AMCE trivially satisfies three of Arrow’s four conditions:

unanimity, universal admissibility, and non-dictatorship. An innovation of ours is to describe the

AMCE’s violation of the independence assumption and its mechanical production of a transitive
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ranking of attributes in data produced by conjoint experiments.

The main contribution of our paper, however, is to present an alternative estimand, the Average

Feature Choice Probabilty (AFCP), which satisfies independence. It represents the probability that

a given feature is chosen in direct comparisons, eschewing information from indirect comparisons,

reflecting the probability of choosing a profile with feature a over a profile with feature b only among

those tasks where a and b are present. That is, unlike the AMCE, the AFCP of a vs b does not

incorporate any information about their performance against c.

Like the AMCE, the AFCP fails to satisfy all Arrow’s criteria, though this is true of any aggregation

rule. We compare the properties of the AFCP and the AMCE from a social choice perspective —

a comparison whose historical meaning we highlight in the conclusion. The key theoretical trade-off

researchers face is that in targeting the AFCP, they give up transitivity to obtain independence. In

our view, this trade is worth making, since the goal of empirical preference elicitation is to describe

preferences as they are, rather than construct an aggregation rule that ranks outcomes in a manner

consistent with normatively appealing axioms. That is, if there exist preference cycles in the target

population, the estimand of a preference elicitation experiment should reflect this. The AFCP reflects

cycles (when they exist) while the AMCE imposes an artificial transitivity.

Still, the benefits of the AFCP do not come without some cost. By disregarding information

from all indirect comparisons, researchers will inevitably lose statistical power. This loss of precision

may very well be considerable in standard designs when attributes are drawn uniformly, thus result-

ing in few direct comparisons. As a first-best, we therefore recommend that researchers implement

randomization schemes that maximize the number of direct comparisons of interest.

However, as a second-best, we show that the AMCE can be characterized as a weighted average

of the AFCP generated by the direct comparisons between features of interest and all other AFCPs

generated by indirect comparisons involving features of interest and irrelevant features. We use this

result to describe the necessary conditions under which a positive (negative) AMCE implies that

an AFCP greater (less) than one-half and then to provide a method for uncovering the presence of

preference cycles in data generated in conjoint experiments.

Our reanalysis of several published experiments highlights three ways in which preference cycles

commonly emerge in conjoint designs:

i. Single-peaked preferences cannot be assumed

It is well known that when preferences are single-peaked, cycles of the sort our method can
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uncover are ruled out (Black, 1948). In the first place, when there is no natural ordering of

features it is unlikely that single-peakedness is likely to maintain. For example, a common

conjoint design attempts to elicit preferences on immigration by asking respondents to select

between profiles of hypothetical immigrants (e.g. Arias & Blair, 2022; Denney & Green, 2021;

Hainmueller & Hopkins, 2015). In such experiments there are many features of immigrants,

such as country of origin or ethnicity, over which we cannot simply assume that respondents

will have well-behaved preferences of this sort. Even when features have a natural ordering, the

assumption of single-peakedness may not hold. Consider age, an attribute frequently included

in candidate choice conjoint designs. Although there is a clear ordering of age, it is plausible

that voters do not maintain single-peaked preferences in this domain. For instance, some voters

may very well prefer both young and old candidates to middle aged ones.

ii. Attributes over which respondents have multi-dimensional preferences

For attributes like candidates’ political parties, also commonly included in candidate choice ex-

periments, we may obtain intransitivities because these features are genuinely multidimensional.

Again, it is a well known result that when voter preferences exist in a multi-dimensional space it

is possible to construct preference cycles (McKelvey, 1979; McKelvey & Schofield, 1987; Plott,

1967). As such, features that themselves are multidimensional in nature are very likely the

sort of attributes where we might expect to find intransitivities in data generated by conjoint

experiments.

iii. The existence of similar attribute-features

When researchers include multiple similar features for one attribute in their experiment, there

is the potential that, while respondents are indifferent between the two similar features in direct

comparisons, these features perform differently against other options.

Broadly, our paper contributes to the growing literature on the “theoretical implications of em-

pirical models,” the aim of which is to link credibly identified effect estimates to parameters relevant

to theories of politics (Ashworth et al., 2021; De Mesquita & Tyson, 2020; Izzo et al., 2018). We

advance this literature by showing that even in the most credible of research designs — a randomized

trial — additional, potentially strong, assumptions are required to make credible statements about

the most central feature of politics, preferences. More specifically, we contribute to the literature in

political methodology on the interpretation of results from conjoint experiments (Abramson et al.,
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2022; Ganter, 2021). Most closely, we address the interpretation of the AMCE of Bansak et al. (2021)

as the average effect of manipulating a given feature on a candidate’s vote-share. Our findings make

clear that this averaging is over all of the direct comparisons between attributes of interest as well as

their indirect comparisons with irrelevant attributes.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews the definition of the AMCE

in terms of counterfactual responses. It then defines an alternative quantity, the Average Feature

Choice Probability (AFCP), for designs involving a binary choice between two profiles. It derives the

relationship between the AMCE and the AFCPs. Section 3 discusses the assumptions necessary to

interpret the marginal component effect as a pairwise preference and provides a definition of preference

cycling in terms of the feature choice probabilities. Section 4 describes the procedure for estimating

the AFCPs from the data and develops a statistical test for the presence of a divergence between the

direct and indirect AFCP comparisons, a graphical diagnostic tool to assess the sensitivity of AMCEs

to the inclusion of different indirect comparisons, and a generalized method of moments estimator

for the AFCP that provides for improved precision if researchers are in fact willing to make the

assumption that the direct and indirect comparisons are equivalent. Section 5 applies these methods

to three recently published conjoint experiments. Finally, we conclude.

2 The AMCE & Pairwise Preferences

2.1 Setup

This section develops the first theoretical contribution of this paper: the connection between the

AMCE and the preference for a particular attribute over another in a pairwise comparison. It clarifies

that the AMCE is an average of differences in potential outcomes across two different tasks where one

attribute in one profile is manipulated to take on a different level rather than a direct comparison of

two different profiles. Despite this, the AMCE can be expressed in terms of a combination of these

direct comparisons, providing a formal justification for using marginal component effects to draw

inferences about how individuals would respond to pairwise comparisons.

However, when attributes of interest have more than two unique levels and individuals do not

have transitive preferences, the sign of the marginal component effect and the pairwise preference for

a given attribute level over another may not coincide. This occurs because the marginal component

effect not only incorporates comparisons between profiles with an attribute level of interest ta and
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some alternative tb, but also indirect pairwise comparisons between ta, tb and each of the other

attribute levels, tc. On the one hand, this has the benefit of estimation efficiency, since the standard

estimator of the AMCE will incorporate information from all tasks. On the other hand, it requires

an additional assumption of single-peaked preferences in order to interpret the sign of the AMCE as

necessarily indicative of whether a feature is preferred to an alternative on average.

We follow the potential outcomes framework for defining conjoint designs and estimands developed

in Hainmueller et al. (2014). Consider a standard forced-choice conjoint design with a sample of N

respondents indexed by i. Each respondent receives K choice tasks. For each task, they select a single

preferred profile from among the J profiles. Each profile is composed of L discrete attributes, with

each attribute l containing Dl unique levels. Let the complete set of treatments across all profiles

and tasks assigned to individual i be defined as T̄i. The treatment given to respondent i for the jth

profile in the kth task is written as the L-dimensional vector Tijk, with the lth level of that profile

being Tijkl. Let Tik denote the set of attributes for all j profiles in choice task k. We observe for each

profile Yijk, which denotes the score, rating, or — in the case of a forced choice design — a choice

indicator that is assigned to that profile.

The respondent’s potential outcomes in each task can be written as the vector Yik(T̄i) with profile-

level components Yijk(T̄i), which denote the outcome that respondent i would assign to choice j in

task k if that respondent was assigned the treatment regimen T̄i.

To simplify the analysis, Hainmueller et al. (2014) place a restriction on what treatments can

affect which outcomes. This is analogous to a Stable Unit Treatment Value (SUTVA) assumption

(Rubin, 1986) with respect to the tasks assigned to a particular respondent. We assume that there

is no carryover in treatment assignments and that the profiles presented in previous tasks for a given

respondent do not change the potential outcomes for subsequent tasks.

Assumption 1. (Stability and No-Carryover).

For each i and all possible pairs of treatments T̄i and T̄′i

Yijk(T̄i) = Yijk′(T̄
′
i) if Tik = T′ik′

for any j, k, and k′.

This allows us to pool across repeated choice tasks by assuming that responses in a single task

depend only on the treatments assigned in that task. We can write the potential outcomes in terms
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of only the treatment profiles assigned in the relevant task denoted Yik(t). The observed outcome

vector for a given task maps onto the potential outcomes as Yik = Yik(Tik) where Tik is the observed

treatment assignment for task k.

Following Hainmueller et al. (2014), we make a further assumption to allow us to pool across

values assigned to each profile in an individual task.

Assumption 2. (No profile order effects).

Yijk(Tik) = Yij′k(T′ik).

if Tijk = T ′ijk, Tij′k = T ′ijk, Tijk 6= Tij′k, T ′ijk 6= T ′ij′k for any i, j, j′, k

This assumption states that for two non-identical profiles, swapping the profile order swaps the

potential outcomes.1 What this allows us to do is establish that the potential outcome for an indi-

vidual profile rating Yijk depends on the treatment assigned for that profile and the unordered set of

treatments for the other comparison profiles.

We focus in this paper on a very common version of the conjoint experiment, the “binary choice

design.” In this design, each task contains two profiles and respondents are forced to indicate a

preference for one profile or the other. Formally, this is a design with J = 2 where the preferred

profile is assigned an outcome of 1 while the non-preferred profile is assigned an outcome of 0. For

example, if in task k, respondent i preferred the first profile over the second profile, we would observe

Yi1k = 1 and Yi2k = 0. Since J = 2, assumption 2 primarily serves to state that a respondent will

still select the same profile in a pair if that pair is swapped, unless that pair is identical. We can

refine the consistency assumption mapping observed to potential outcomes as Yijk = Yijk(Tijk,Ti[−j]k)

where Ti[−j]k is defined as the unordered set of the non-jth profiles.

Next, following Hainmueller et al. (2014), we split the treatment associated with profile j, Tijk

into the level assigned to the lth attribute and the levels assigned to all other attributes [−l]. Define

Yijk(tl, t, t) as the potential outcome we would observe for unit i in profile j in task k if that unit/task’s

treatment assignment were Tijkl = tl, Tijk[−l] = t, Ti[−j]k = t. This yields the consistency assumption

of Yijk = Yijk(tijkl, Tijk[−l],Ti[−j]k).

We define an individual-level average Ȳi() of respondent i’s profile and task-level potential outcomes
1This formulation differs slightly from Hainmueller et al. (2014) in that it only assumes order invariance for profiles

that are non-identical (where a respondent has a preference).
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Yijk(). Under Assumption 2 respondents’ potential outcomes are the same across tasks if those tasks

have identical profile sets. Therefore, we can simply suppress the k task index. While Assumption 2

also implies that profile order is irrelevant in most tasks, this is not the case in tasks where the two

profiles assigned are identical.

Definition 1. Individual potential outcomes

Ȳi(tijkl, Tijk[−l],Ti[−j]k) =
1

J

J∑
j=1

Yij(tijkl, Tijk[−l],Ti[−j]k).

In a forced choice conjoint task where all profiles are different, this quantity is identical to the

observed outcome (either 1 or 0), consistent with the notation used in Hainmueller et al. (2014).

When all profiles are identical, this will equal 1
J
(since the profile is selected once and not selected

J − 1 times). When only some profiles are identical, a scenario that we do not examine in this paper

since J = 2, this quantity will lie between 0 and 1 inclusive, depending on how many duplicates of

profile j exist in the remainder of the choice set.

The treatment effects defined in Hainmueller et al. (2014) for conjoint experiments are described

in terms of differences in potential outcomes when respondents are exposed to tasks with a different

set of profiles. The most basic contrast is the effect of changing one attribute in one profile, holding

all other attributes in that profile and all other profiles constant. This quantity, which we label the

“component effect,” is defined as

Definition 2. Component effect

CEil(ta, tb, t, t) = Ȳi(ta, t, t)− Ȳi(tb, t, t).

The component effect represents the change in an individual’s response if the lth attribute of

the jth profile were set to ta versus tb, holding the rest of the profile constant (at t) and the other

profiles constant at t. However, this quantity still depends on the entire vector of profiles, namely

the other non-manipulated attributes t and the non-manipulated profiles t. In a conjoint experiment,

researchers are interested in summarizing the effect of manipulating the single attribute across a

wide variety of possible profile combinations. Hainmueller et al. (2014) define such a quantity by

marginalizing over the distribution of the other randomized attributes and profiles which is known

by design. This “marginal component effect” (MCE) of setting attribute l to level ta versus tb can be
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defined for each individual as:

Definition 3. Marginal component effect

MCEil(ta, tb, p(t)) =
∑

(t,t)∈T

[
Ȳi(ta, t, t)− Ȳi(tb, t, t)

]
× p(Tijk[−l] = t,Ti[−j]k = t|Tijk[−l],Ti[−j]k ∈ T̃ )

where T̃ is the intersection of the supports of p(Tijk[−l] = t,Ti[−j]k = t|Tijkl = ta) and p(Tijk[−l] =

t,Ti[−j]k = t|Tijkl = tb).

One can interpret the MCE as a way of reducing the dimensionality of an individual’s full set of

preferences in tasks that involve either ta or tb to a single scalar value that averages over the design

distribution of those tasks. As we highlight later in this paper, interpreting the MCE further as a

comparison between ta and tb requires some additional assumptions.

If individuals could be subjected to an arbitrarily large number of tasks where a response to

each possible set of profile combinations is observed, this quantity can be directly identified for each

respondent. However, in practice, conjoint designs can expose respondents to only a handful of choice

tasks and any given individual may have only one or zero tasks where a profile takes on a particular

attribute-level, making it impossible to identify the MCE of a specific attribute-level pair for each

individual.2 Hainmueller et al. (2014) therefore define a more feasible target of inference, the “Average

marginal component effect” or AMCE, which is the expected MCE in the sample with the expectation

taken over the sample.

Definition 4. Average marginal component effect

AMCEl(ta, tb, p(t)) = E[MCEil(ta, tb, p(t))]

=
∑

(t,t)∈T

E [Yi(ta, t, t)− Yi(tb, t, t)]× p(Tijk[−l] = t,Ti[−j]k = t|Tijk[−l],Ti[−j]k ∈ T̃ ).

Our exposition of the AMCE, and introduction of the intermediate quantity of the individual-level

MCE, differs somewhat from how it is introduced in Hainmueller et al. (2014). We clarify that there

are two ways in which the AMCE can be thought of as “averaging” over causal quantities of interest.

The first, which we label marginalizing, is the averaging of component effects over the distribution of
2Hainmueller et al. (2014) discuss this briefly in footnote 9, which mentions that individual-level effects are potentially

identifiable for a very small number of attribute combinations that are actually observed. However, this will not be the
same MCE for each individual, which limits the utility of this result.
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all other attribute levels and profiles. This gives a quantity that can be interpreted as a comparison

just between two levels of a given attribute, but critically, it is a coherent and well-defined quantity

at the individual level. The second, which we refer to as averaging due to its connection to average

treatment effects, involves taking an expectation of component effects over units in the sample. Hence,

the MCE is defined as an individual-level quantity that marginalizes over the distribution of attributes

and profiles in the design but does not involve averaging over the sample. The implications of this

dual averaging for interpreting the AMCE in terms of majority preference in the sample are discussed

more extensively in Abramson et al. (2022). For the purposes of this paper, our analysis does not

focus on heterogeneity in MCEs across respondents and as such we discuss the AMCE and MCE

interchangeably.

What is gained by choosing the AMCE as a quantity of interest is the ability to identify the effect

of any attribute-level comparison and to estimate those effects with some degree of precision using

easy-to-implement estimators. This requires an additional ignorability assumption on the treatment

assignment mechanism which can be guaranteed from the experimental design.

Assumption 3. (Treatment Ignorability and Positivity).

Yijk(t) ⊥⊥ Tijkl

for all i, j, k, l, and t.

0 < p(Tik = t) < 1

for all t within the support of possible tasks.

Hainmueller et al. (2014, p. 11) show that under Assumptions 1, 2, and 3, the AMCE is nonpara-

metrically identified from the observed data.

ÂMCEl(ta, tb, p(t)) =
∑

(t,t)∈T

{
E[Yijk|Tijkl = ta, Tijk[−l] = t,Ti[−j]k = t)]−

E[Yijk|Tijkl = tb, Tijk[−l] = t,Ti[−j]k = t)])

}
× p(Tijk[−l] = t,Ti[−j]k = t|Tijk[−l],Ti[−j]k ∈ T̃ ).

Additionally, under an assumption of complete randomization the AMCE can be estimated by the
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simple difference-in-means of Yijk between profiles with Tijkl = ta and Tijkl = tb (Hainmueller et al.,

2014, p. 16).

Assumption 4. (Complete randomization).

Tijkl ⊥⊥ Tijk[−l],Ti[−j]k

for all i, j, k.

The analysis in the remainder of this paper focuses on the common conjoint design where complete

randomization holds and the difference-in-means identifies the AMCE. While this does not encompass

all possible conjoint designs, it is one of the most frequently used designs and is the default random-

ization approach when researchers do not have any attribute combinations that they wish to restrict

from appearing in a task. We note that the MCE decomposition results we present in the subsequent

section do continue to hold under the weaker conditional randomization assumption (Hainmueller

et al., 2014, p. 13) that allows for some sharp within-profile cross-attribute restrictions. However,

this design introduces some additional challenges in interpreting the AMCE, since the averages of bi-

nary comparisons into which the AMCE can be decomposed are defined over different randomization

distributions. We discuss this issue more in Appendix A.

2.2 Binary choice designs and the AMCE

Although the AMCE is defined in terms of cross-task counterfactuals, researchers often use conjoints

to make claims about cross-profile comparisons — whether a respondent will select a profile with one

feature over another profile with a different feature. In the particular conjoint design we focus on

here, the binary forced choice design, we show that the AMCE can be decomposed into an average

over cross-profile comparisons. However, this average is not restricted to only those tasks comparing

the two features of interest, but to all indirect comparisons involving at least one of those features.

We show that when attributes contain many levels, the presence of preference cycles may result in

AMCEs that misrepresent the underlying pairwise preference between two attributes.

We start this section by operationalizing the concept of a pairwise preference in terms of potential

outcomes. First, write the potential outcomes for a binary choice task with J = 2 as Yij(ta, t, tb, t′).

which denotes the choice assigned to profile j when attribute l of profile j is set to level ta and that
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same attribute l of the contrasting profile −j is set to level tb, holding the remainder of profile j

constant at t and profile −j at t′. As above, under Assumptions 1 and 2 we can sum over the profile

order to define a feature choice Yi(ta, t, tb, t′)

Ȳi(ta, t, tb, t
′) =

1

J

J∑
j=1

Yij(ta, t, tb, t
′).

Again, under Assumptions 1 and 2, this value is equal to 1 if a respondent would select the profile

with ta over tb, 0 if they prefer the profile with tb over ta, and 1
2
if the profiles are identical (ta = tb

and t = t′).

As with the marginal component effect, we define an individual’s feature choice probability

(FCP) as the feature choice marginalized over the distribution of t and t′.3 In other words, it is the

share of comparisons involving one profile with ta and another with tb where the profile with ta is

selected.

Definition 5. Feature Choice Probability

FCPil(ta, tb, p(t, t
′)) =

∑
(t,t′)

Ȳi(ta, t, tb, t
′)× p(Tijk[−l] = t, Ti[−j]k[−l] = t′|Tijkl = ta, Ti[−j]kl = tb).

We can interpret the FCP as capturing the extent to which one feature is preferred against another

when considering all possible tasks that involve a comparison of those two features. If a respondent

only decides on the basis of one attribute and only prefers feature ta to tb, then the FCP will be

equal to 1. Conversely, if that feature is never preferred, the FCP will equal 0. An FCP between 0

or 1 reflects the possibility that a respondent may still nevertheless choose a profile with a disfavored

feature if the remaining attributes are sufficiently preferable to those that appear in the other profile.

Typically, the question of interest is whether the FCP is greater than or less than .5. An FCP greater

than .5 can be directly interpreted as a preference for feature ta over tb since it can be understood as

the proportion of tasks involving ta and tb in which ta is selected.4

3As we are considering the case with no cross-attribute restrictions, we suppress the common support term in the
conditioning set T̃ that appears in the definition of the MCE.

4Of course, because the FCP reduces the entire set of an individual’s pairwise preferences to a single scalar quantity,
it cannot necessarily capture all of the complexity of the full preference ranking. For example, an FCP of .5 may
denote that an attribute is irrelevant in that a respondent only chooses on the basis of t and t′ or it may be due to an
interaction where a feature is strictly preferred in half of the profile comparisons and strictly not preferred in the other
half.
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As with the MCE, we define an average FCP with the expectation taken over the respondents in

the sample that serves as a more feasible target of inference.

Definition 6. Average Feature Choice Probability

AFCPl(ta, tb, p(t, t
′)) = E[FCPil(ta, tb, p(t, t

′)]

=
∑
(t,t′)

E[Ȳi(ta, t, tb, t
′)]× p(Tijk[−l] = t, Ti[−j]k[−l] = t′|Tijkl = ta, Ti[−j]kl = tb)

]
.

The AFCP can be non-parametrically identified under Assumptions 1, 2, and 3 simply by the

mean of the observed response Yijk among tasks where Tijkl = ta and Ti[−j]kl = tb.

For simplicity, we will suppress the profile distribution notation p(t, t′) when writing and discussing

the FCP and the MCE in the remainder of this paper. The feature choice probability of level ta against

itself is FCPil(ta, ta) = .5. Likewise, FCPil(ta, tb) = 1 − FCPil(tb, ta) since choosing a profile with ta

implies not choosing the profile with tb.

In contrast to the MCE, which involves a difference in choice outcomes across two different hypo-

thetical task sets, the FCP is simply the choice we observe between profiles in tasks where both ta

and tb are present. However, the set of FCPs across levels of an attribute and the MCEs are directly

related. Proposition 1 states that the MCE of level ta versus tb is a function of all feature choice

probabilities involving either ta or tb. When there are only two levels in a given attribute, the MCE

is simply a rescaling of the FCP such that positive values indicate a feature choice probability greater

than .5 and negative values indicate a feature choice probability below .5. However, when there are

more than two levels, the marginal component effect incorporates indirect comparison tasks that have

respondents compare a profile with one of the two levels being considered and a level that is not ta

or tb.

Proposition 1. MCE decomposition

Under Assumption 4

MCEil(ta, tb) =

[
FCPil(ta, tb)−

1

2

]
×
[
p(Ti[−j]kl = ta) + p(Ti[−j]kl = tb)

]
+∑

q 6=(0,1)

[
FCPil(ta, tq)− FCPil(tb, tq)

]
× p(Ti[−j]kl = tq).

See Appendix A for the full proof.
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If there are only two features in an attribute, the MCE equals the FCP minus one half. Therefore,

a positive MCE at the individual level implies an FCP greater than one half. If there are more than

two features, then the MCE also contains a term that sums the difference in the FCP between each

other feature and ta, tb. Intuitively, this stems from the fact that the MCE also incorporates all

indirect comparisons with tasks that contain only ta or tb: FCPil(ta, tc) and FCPil(tb, tc).

Equivalently, the AMCE is a function of AFCPs.

AMCEil(ta, tb) =

[
AFCPil(ta, tb)−

1

2

]
×
[
p(Ti[−j]kl = ta) + p(Ti[−j]kl = tb)

]
+∑

q 6=(0,1)

[
AFCPil(ta, tc)− AFCPil(tb, tc)

]
× p(Ti[−j]kl = tc).

Intuitively, the AMCE consists of both the direct pairwise comparisons between ta and tb and

all indirect comparisons from tasks that have only one profile with ta or tb. Conversely, the AFCP

is comprised of only those tasks involving both feature ta and the other feature tb. But as the

decomposition illustrates, these are not entirely disconnected quantities. The AMCE has a clear

descriptive interpretation as an average over AFCPs, most of which are not direct comparisons of

ta and tb but rather indirect comparisons involving all of the other levels in the attribute. As a

consequence, the AMCE of feature ta versus feature tb may change depending on the number levels

a researcher chooses to use for a particular attribute as well as the content of those levels. This is

essentially the primary advantage of estimating the marginal component effect in a conjoint design:

it utilizes information from the indirect comparisons to provide a more precise estimate of the relative

preference between two attribute levels in a conjoint. The efficiency gains are sizeable when the

number of levels is large. However, this benefit comes at the cost of interpretability. Conceptualizing

a positive MCE in terms of a preference for that level in a binary choice is not possible without any

additional assumptions unless there exist only two levels of the attribute. Otherwise, the presence of

cycles can potentially result in misleading inferences.
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3 Comparing the FCP and MCE when attributes have more

than two levels

This section compares the FCP and the MCE in the case of attributes that can take at least three

levels. In particular, it demonstrates how the MCE (AMCE) glosses over individual (aggregate)

preference cycles to produce a linear ordering and how this can lead to misleading inferences. This

happens because the MCE implicitly assumes that preferences are acyclic. We argue that while this

assumption is likely innocuous at the individual level and at the aggregate level when preferences are

single-peaked, for many if not most attributes in political science conjoint experiments (e.g. race,

occupation, country of origin) it is implausible. The FCP, in contrast, does not assume preferences

are acyclic, and can capture such cycles.

When trying to understand choices between two alternatives, the FCP exclusively uses tasks that

involve pairwise comparisons between those alternatives. In contrast, the MCE borrows information

from tasks with alternatives irrelevant to the comparison at hand. In what follows we present examples

of preference cycles at the individual and aggregate levels to highlight how the assumptions built into

the marginal component effect can potentially lead to inaccurate inferences.

In this example, for the purposes of illustration, we will focus on comparing the MCE and FCP

from a simple conjoint design with uniform, complete randomization over all of the attributes in a

profile and independence across profiles. In this setting, where each level of an attribute has the same

probability of appearing as any other level of that same attribute, the MCE decomposition can be

written in a more simplified form as:

MCEil(ta, tb) =
2

Dl

[
FCPil(ta, tb)−

1

2

]
+
Dl − 2

Dl

∑
ta 6=(ta,tb)

[
FCPil(ta, ta)− FCPil(tb, ta)

]
(1)

where Dl is the number of levels that the attribute can take on.

For an example of an individual preference cycle, consider a respondent who has intransitive

preferences about politicians’ experience in office. This respondent generally prefers more experienced

politicians because she believes they are more likely to be competent. However, when faced with a

contrast between a veteran politician and a complete outsider, she prefers the latter, who is more likely

to push for significant changes or “shake things up.” This respondent’s preferences over candidate

experience exhibit a cycle: she prefers outsiders to veterans, veterans to inexperienced politicians,
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and inexperienced politicians to outsiders.

As another example, consider a respondent who wants a high marginal tax rate for the wealthy, but

is concerned that if it is too high this will cause capital flight with negative downstream consequences.

Suppose he does not know the actual tax rate, but tries to infer it from the question he observes in

a survey experiment. When faced with two hypothetical candidates proposing 30% and 50% rates

respectively, he infers the current rate is probably in this range. He does not think a small increase

would result in a significant capital flight, and says he prefers the candidate proposing the higher

marginal tax rate. He would make a similar inference when faced with a decision between candidates

proposing 50% and 70% rates, and prefer the candidate proposing 70%. But when he is asked to

choose between two candidates proposing 30% and 70%, the possible range for the current rate is

much wider. He decides that it is probably better to play it safe and choose the candidate who likely

offers a small cut than a candidate who might increase the marginal tax rate dramatically, potentially

causing flight. Thus, this respondent prefers the candidate proposing 30% to 70%, 70% to 50%, and

50% to 30%.

For both of the respondents described above, their preferences exhibit cycles of the form:5

ta � tb � tc � ta.

Now let us consider how the MCE and the FCP treat such preferences. First for simplicity, suppose

that there is only one attribute; all our results carry through when there are multiple attributes.

When looking at the FCP, we have FCPil(ta, tb) = FCPil(tb, tc) = FCPil(tc, ta) = 1. The full set of

feature choice probabilities between ta, tb, and tc capture the this respondent’s cyclical preferences

over the features. When we instead calculate the MCE using Equation (1), we find:

MCEil(ta, tb) =
1

3
[2FCPil(ta, tb)− 1 + FCPil(ta, tc)− FCPil(tb, tc)] = 0

Similar calculations reveal MCEi(tb, tc) = MCEi(tc, ta) = 0. A researcher looking at the MCE would

then conclude that these voters are indifferent, despite having well-defined, and possibly intense,

preferences. This happens because the MCE borrows information from tasks incorporating tc when

making inferences for respondents’ preferences between ta and tb. By including indirect comparisons,

the MCE dilutes information about an individual’s direct pairwise preference between features.
5Here, we define the preference relation � as x � y ⇐⇒ Y (x, y) = 1.
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Consider a slightly more involved example with two attributes, party p ∈ {D,R} (Democrat

or Republican) and experience e ∈ {N,S, V } (Newcomer, Some experience, Veteran). Consider a

respondent whose preferences satisfy the following:

pN � pV � pS � pN for p ∈ {D,R}

De � Re for e ∈ {N,S, V }

RV � DS � RN � DV � RS � DN

RV � DN.

Thus, holding party fixed, this respondent has the same cyclical preferences over experience as before.

Comparing across candidates with equal experience, she prefers Democrats to Republicans. When

comparing candidates from different parties, she prefers candidates with more experience, except when

comparing a Republican newcomer to a Democrat veteran, in which case she prefers the Republican.

Let us first calculate this voter’s FCPs. We have FCPil(D,R) = 5/9, FCPil′(N, V ) = 3/4,

FCPil′(V, S) = FCPil′(S,N) = 1. Thus, the FCP accurately captures that this respondent always

selects veterans over candidates with some experience, whom she chooses over newcomers; and that

most of the time she chooses Democrats over Republicans and newcomers over veterans.

When we calculate the MCEs, we getMCEil(D,R) = 1/9,MCEil′(N, V ) = −1/6, andMCEil′(V, S) =

MCEil′(S,N) = 1/12. A researcher using the MCE may therefore conclude that this voter prefers

a veteran Democrat (DV ) to a newcomer Republican (RN) because both the marginal component

effect of Democrat over Republican and Veteran over Newcomer are positive, despite the fact that

this voter chose RN over DV when presented with this pairwise comparison. This happens because

the MCE implicitly imposes transitivity on this voter’s preferences.

When individual preferences are separable and transitive, we can prove that the sign of the MCE

corresponds to whether the FCP is greater than one half. Substantively, this means that researchers

can use individual MCEs, which are more precise than FCPs, when they are confident that individual

preferences satisfy these assumptions. Before proving this result, let us first formally define the

following.

Definition 7. Full support

A set of profiles has full support if whenever profiles (ta, t) and (tb, t
′) are included in the random-

ization distribution, so do profiles (ta, t
′) and (tb, t), for all ta, tb, t, and t′.
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This assumption states that there are no combinations of levels from the attribute of interest and

other attributes that are removed from a task, for example for being unrealistic. This assumption is

satisfied by default in a completely randomized design.

Definition 8. Separability

Respondent i’s preferences are separable when for all ta and tb, we have Yi(ta, t, tb, t) = Yi(ta, t
′, tb, t

′)

for all t and t′.

In other words, when respondents face two profiles that are otherwise identical except for differing

in the attribute of interest, they will always either choose the profile with feature ta or tb. This

restricts the presence of interactions between attributes: the preference for feature ta over feature tb

does not depend on the values of the other attributes.

Definition 9. Connexity

Respondent i’s preferences are connected if for any two distinct profiles (ta, t) and (tb, t
′) with

ta 6= tb or t 6= t′, we have either (ta, t) � (tb, t
′) or (tb, t

′) � (ta, t); or equivalently, Yi(ta, t, tb, t′) = 1

or Yi(tb, t′, ta, t) = 1 for all ta, tb, t, and t′.

Definition 10. Asymmetry

Respondent i’s preferences are asymmetric if for any two profiles (ta, t) and (tb, t
′), (ta, t) �

(tb, t
′) =⇒ (tb, t

′) 6� (ta, t); or equivalently, Yi(ta, t, tb, t′) = 1 ⇐⇒ Yi(tb, t
′, ta, t) = 0 for all ta,

tb, t, and t′.

Definition 11. Transitivity

Voter i’s preferences are transitive if for any profiles (ta, t), (tb, t
′), and (tc, t

′′), we have that

(ta, t) � (tb, t
′) and (tb, t

′) � (tc, t
′′) implies (ta, t) � (tc, t

′′); or equivalently, Yi(ta, t, tb, t′) = 1 and

Yi(tb, t
′, tc, t

′′) = 1 =⇒ Yi(ta, t, tc, t
′′) = 1 for all ta, tb, tc, t, t′, and t′′.

These definitions are helpful in defining a version of transitivity in the context of FCP’s, which

we then use to connect FCP and MCE:

Definition 12. FCP-Transitivity

Voter i’s preferences are FCP-transitive if for all ta, tb, and tc, FCPi(ta, tb) > FCPi(tb, ta) =⇒

FCPi(ta, tc) ≥ FCPi(tb, tc).
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In words, FCP-transitivity says that if an option ta is chosen more than half of the time in a

pairwise comparison against tb, ta must be chosen at least as often against any other alternative than

tb is against the same alternative.

Proposition 2. When the set of profiles has full support, and preferences over profiles are connected,

asymmetric, transitive, and separable, FCP-transitivity is satisfied.

With these definitions, we are ready to state our result on the correspondence of the individual

MCEs and FCPs.

Proposition 3. When preferences are FCP-transitive, the MCE is positive if and only if the corre-

sponding FCP is greater than one half.

Even when we assume homogeneity across respondents, we still need additional assumptions on

their behavior in order to interpret the MCEs as direct preferences for one feature over another.

While the above assumptions may be reasonable at the individual level, similar assumptions at the

aggregate level may be more difficult to sustain when preferences over features are heterogeneous.

Here we consider the possibility of aggregate or Condorcet cycles. It is a well-known result in social

choice theory that when there are at least three voters and three candidates, majority rule may fail

to pick a winner. This happens when aggregate preferences exhibit what is known as a Condorcet

cycle, named after the 18th-century French philosopher Marquis of Condorcet. Even if individual

preferences are transitive and do not exhibit cycles, when aggregated they may produce a cycle where

each candidate loses to another in a head-to-head match-up.

To get around this problem, researchers often assume that preferences are single-peaked: that

alternatives have a natural ordering and two alternatives cannot be both preferred to a third alternative

that lies between them. In other words, single-peakedness asserts that an intermediate option cannot

be any voter’s least favorite. For preferences over ordinal domains, this assumption is reasonable. For

instance, if a voter says they prefer candidates with graduate degrees over high school graduates, we

can infer that they also prefer candidates with Bachelor’s degrees over high school graduates. However,

over domains where there is no clear ordering of alternatives, the assumption of single-peakedness is

harder to justify. Suppose researchers want to consider voters’ evaluation of candidates who are Black,

Latino, and white. There is no clear way to order these features. As such, any voter can place any

feature at the top, middle, or bottom of their rankings. Put differently, voter preferences over race

are not single-peaked.
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Without single-peakedness, aggregate preferences over features may exhibit cycles. Consider the

following example. Suppose voter 1 prefers Black to Latino to white candidates, or B �1 H �1 W .

Voter 2 prefers Latino to white to Black candidates, so that H �2 W �2 B. Finally, suppose voter

3 prefers white candidates the most and Latino candidates the least: W �3 B �3 H. Here, a Black

candidate defeats a Latino candidate in a match-up between the two, a Latino candidate beats a white

candidate, who in turn beats a Black candidate. In other words, despite transitivity of individual

preferences, the majority exhibits a cycle not dissimilar to a game of rock-paper-scissors.

The AFCP captures this cycle: We have FCP1(H,W ) = FCP2(H,W ) = 1 and FCP3(H,W ) = 0.6

Aggregated, these reveal AFCP(H,W ) = 2/3, precisely the vote share of a Latino candidate facing a

white candidate. The same holds for AFCP(B,H) and AFCP(W,B).

Let us now calculate the MCEs. Using Equation (1), we have

MCE1(H,W ) =
1

3
[FCP1(H,W ) + FCP1(H,B)− FCP1(W,H)− FCP1(W,B)] =

1

3

MCE2(H,W ) =
1

3
[FCP2(H,W ) + FCP2(H,B)− FCP2(W,H)− FCP2(W,B)] =

1

3

MCE3(H,W ) =
1

3
[FCP3(H,W ) + FCP3(H,B)− FCP3(W,H)− FCP3(W,B)] = −2

3

Thus, when we calculate the AMCE, we get that

AMCE(H,W ) =
1

3

∑
i∈{1,2,3}

MCEi(H,W ) =
1

3

(
1

3
+

1

3
− 2

3

)
= 0.

In words, the marginal component effect of Latino, when white is used as a benchmark, is zero,

despite the fact that two of the three voters have a preference in favor of the Latino candidate. This is

because the AMCE takes into account voters’ relative rankings of Black candidates, even though they

are irrelevant in a race between H and W . This holds regardless of which race we focus on and which

we take as the benchmark: the AMCE of any race in this population of voters 1, 2, and 3 is zero.

Regardless of the intensity of preferences, and despite the clear predictions about electoral outcomes

that we can derive from FCPs, the average marginal component effect of each race is zero. This is

because the AMCE implicitly assumes preferences over alternatives are single-peaked, including over

those domains where this assumption is not justified.7

6Here with a single attribute, we suppress the l notation denoting the attribute of interest.
7Reversals are straightforward to construct. For example, consider the same example but with FCP1(B,W ) = 0.9,

that is, voter 1 votes for a white candidate over a Black candidate 10% of the time. Then, the AMCE of Latino when
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While it is often reasonable to assume that individuals exhibit transitive and separable preferences

such that the direction of their individual MCE aligns correctly with whether their FCP is greater

or less than 1/2, the above discussion highlights that this alone is insufficient to establish a clear

relationship between the average MCE and the average FCP. Even if it is rare for individual preferences

to exhibit cycles, it is not impossible to see such cycles in the aggregate, especially in political science

applications (e.g. Bochsler, 2010; Kurrild-Klitgaard, 2001). It may therefore be useful for researchers

analyzing conjoint experiments to obtain estimates of the more high-variance AFCPs in addition to

the estimated AMCEs. While both are estimated with uncertainty, and therefore a positive AMCE

and a corresponding AFCP less than .5 may not be indicative of cycling, a clear divergence between the

two estimates should raise some concerns. In the next section we outline a procedure for researchers

to estimate both sets of effects and conduct hypothesis tests on violations of transitivity.

4 Estimation

As with the AMCE, there exists a straightforward, unbiased estimator of AFCPl(ta, tb) which — in

the case of a completely randomized design — is equal to the sample average of Yijkl among those

tasks with tijkl = ta and ti−jkl = tb. In other words, we can estimate the AFCP of feature ta versus

feature tb using the share of pairwise tasks involving a profile with feature ta and a profile with feature

tb in which the profile with feature ta is selected.

Proposition 4. Estimation of the AFCP under complete randomization

Under Assumptions 1, 2, 3, and 4, and when J = 2, the sample mean estimator π̂(ta, tb, p(t)) is

unbiased for the AFCP

ÂFCPl(ta, tb, p(t)) =

∑N
i=1

∑K
k=1

∑J
j=1 Yijk1(Tijkl = ta, Ti−jkl = tb)

nab

where nab is the number of tasks where Tijkl = ta, Ti−jkl = tb)

The proof is straightforward. See Appendix A.

Comparing this estimator with the difference-in-means estimator from Proposition 3 in Hain-

mueller et al. (2014), it is straightforward to see that the AMCE estimator generally has lower vari-

ance due to its smaller sample size. While the AMCE estimator uses any task involving a profile

white is used as a benchmark is −1/30, despite the fact that Latinos always defeat whites.
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with either feature ta or feature tb, the unbiased AFCP estimator uses only those tasks involving

both features ta and tb. The variance benefits grow as we consider designs with attributes that have

many levels. As the number of levels grows extremely large, there may be zero tasks in-sample where

attribute level ta is directly compared to attribute level tb, resulting in an undefined sample mean

estimator. In such a situation, the AMCE could still be estimated as long as there are some tasks

involving either ta or tb.

While the AMCE estimator may be more precise than the corresponding AFCP estimator, the

AMCE estimand may be less appropriate than the AFCP for characterizing the preferences for one

feature against another. How should researchers resolve this trade-off, especially after a conjoint

experiment has been run? In particular, how should researchers reconcile a divergence between an

estimated AMCE and a higher-variance AFCP?

First, we propose a statistical test for the divergence of the direct and indirect preference compar-

isons. Our testing strategy permits researchers to test for any divergence between the direct AFCP

between features a and b and the indirect comparison via the difference in AFCPs involving c. This

involves a joint test for a combined restriction on the three parameters: AFCPl(ta, tb), AFCPl(tb, tc),

and AFCPl(ta, tc). Under the null hypothesis where the indirect and direct preferences are equivalent,

the use of the AMCE as a stand-in for the preference for one feature over another is unproblematic.

However, when these quantities diverge, the interpretation of the AMCE becomes slightly more com-

plicated. In the extreme case where we observe a different sign for an indirect comparison relative

to the direct comparison, a researcher should be very concerned about the possibility of preference

cycling. But even in a situation where the direct and indirect comparisons are of the same sign, a

difference in magnitude has substantial consequences for interpretation.

The hypothesis test that we propose for assessing violations of transitivity tests the null that the

direct and indirect AFCP comparisons are equivalent against the unrestricted alternative. Specifically,

our null hypothesis assumes

Assumption 5. Equivalence of direct and indirect AFCP comparisons

For any three features ta, tb, and tc

AFCPl(ta, tb)−
1

2
= AFCPl(ta, tc)− AFCPl(tb, tc).
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As with the AMCE, a standard nonparametric estimator for the three AFCPs can be implemented

via a regression model. First subset the data to only those tasks involving a direct comparison of ta

versus tb or a comparison involving tc and either ta or tb. Then, define a treatment indicator Tikl as

an unordered pair two levels of l assigned for the task (tq, t
′
q). The task-level outcome variable, Ỹik,

takes on a value of 1 when the profile with the first of the two assigned features in Tikl is selected and

a 0 if the profile with the second feature is selected in that task. Finally, estimate a fully saturated

regression model:

E[Ỹik] = β0 + β1I[Tikl = (ta, tc)] + β2I[Tikl = (tb, tc)]

where I(Tikl = (tq, tq′)) denotes an indicator for whether attribute l of task k takes on level q in one

profile and level q′ in the other.

In this setup, β̂0 corresponds to our estimate of AFCPl(ta, tb), while the other coefficients denote

the differences between an AFCP and the baseline AFCPl(ta, tb). Obtaining the variance-covariance

matrix via standard cluster-robust methods allows us to generate a procedure for carrying out hy-

pothesis tests for the presence of FCP-transitivity violations.

In order to test for a violation of transitivity, the AFCP constraint can be re-written in terms of

the regression parameters.

β0 − β1 + β2 =
1

2
. (2)

This allows us to conduct a standard Wald or likelihood ratio hypothesis test under a single

constraint on the regression parameters.8 It also generalizes easily to test for multiple constraints

on all indirect FCP comparisons involving features ta and tb. This would require a total of Dl − 2

constraints where Dl is the total number of levels in the attribute of interest l — one constraint

for each of the levels not included in the main AFCP of interest. The fully saturated regression

model estimated on all observations containing either feature ta or feature tb contains 2(Dl − 2) + 1

8An alternative approach would be to instead assume a set null that the signs of β0 − 1
2 and β1 − β2 are equivalent

and test the implied nonlinear inequality constraints. Although there exists an extensive literature on hypothesis tests
of multiple inequalities in regression models (Gourieroux et al., 1982; Wolak, 1987, 1989), as noted in Wolak (1991), the
problem of testing non-linear inequalities is particularly challenging due to the difficulty of finding the least-favorable
set of parameters under the null to compute critical values. Additionally, we consider the case where the direct β0 − 1

2
and indirect β1−β2 significantly diverge while still having the same sign to still be of interest to researchers diagnosing
their AMCE estimates as it provides additional information on the precise sets of comparisons that contribute to the
AMCE.
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parameters.

E[Ỹik] = β0 + β1I[Tikl = (ta, tc)] + β2I[Tikl = (ta, td)] + . . .

+ βDl−2I[Tikl = (ta, tL)] + βDl−1I[Tikl = (tb, tc)] + βDl
I[Tikl = (tb, td)] + . . .

+ β2(Dl−2)I[Tikl = (tb, tL)].

Under this formulation of the regression, we have L − 2 constraints on each indirect comparison

of features a and b. For k = 1, 2, . . . , L− 2

β0 − βk + βk−L+2 =
1

2
.

We collect these constraints into the form of a Dl − 2 x 2(Dl − 2) + 1 matrix R and write the null

hypothesis that all constraints hold as Rβ = 1
2
. The standard Wald test statistic (Wald, 1943) is

(
Rβ̂ − 1

2

)′ (
RΣ̂R′

)−1(
Rβ̂ − 1

2

)′

where R is the Dl − 2 x 2(Dl − 2) + 1 matrix of constraints on the regression parameters and Σ̂ is

a consistent estimate of the variance-covariance matrix of β̂, estimated using standard cluster-robust

approaches. Asymptotically, the test statistic has a χ2 distribution with degrees of freedom equal to

the number of constraints (1 for the test of a single indirect comparison and Dl − 2 for testing all

indirect comparisons).

Second, researchers may wish to generally know how sensitive their AMCE estimates are to the

choice of which levels are included as part of the indirect comparisons. If there was only a single feature

for which the indirect preferences were believed to diverge significantly from the direct preferences,

then a straightforward fix would be to remove those tasks containing this feature and re-estimate the

AMCE.9 This may make Assumption 5 more well-justified for the remaining features while avoiding

some of the loss of power resulting from estimating only AFCPl(ta, tb).

For an attribute withDl levels, there are 2Dl−2 possible AMCEs arising from different combinations

of held-out levels. This can be seen as a continuum from the lowest-variance AMCE which uses all
9We note that this otherwise should not change the randomization distribution of the other attributes under designs

with complete randomization. However, if there are additional cross-attribute randomization restrictions involving the
removed feature, this approach will also affect the randomization distribution of any linked features. In our applications
in section 5, all analyzed experiments use complete randomization.
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levels and indirect comparisons to the highest-variance AMCE which leaves out all but the two features

of interest ta and tb and relies only on direct comparisons. If all of these estimates remain roughly

the same, then that is at least suggestive evidence that the AMCE is not sensitive to the problem

of indirect comparisons. Conversely, if researchers observe substantial swings in the magnitude and

direction of the estimated AMCE depending on which indirect comparisons are included, that suggests

a need to reexamine the underlying quantity of interest. We illustrate this approach using a graphical

diagnostic, which we apply to multiple conjoint experiments in Section 5, that arranges all possible

“held-out” AMCE estimates in their order of magnitude and plots each estimate and corresponding

confidence interval.

Finally, if a researcher is willing to make the assumptions necessary to interpret the AMCE as a

direct preference — namely Assumption 5 — then it is possible to obtain a more precise estimator of

the AFCP by incorporating the additional moment constraints implied by the indirect comparisons

using a generalized method of moments (GMM) estimator (L. P. Hansen, 1982). GMM estimators

specify an estimator of a parameter using terms of a series of moment conditions. The simple sample

mean estimator in Proposition 4 can be interpreted as a “just-identified” method of moments estimator

with the following moment constraint:

AFCPl(ta, tb)−
1

Nab

N∑
i=1

∑
j,k:Tijkl=ta,Ti−jkl=tb

Yijkl = 0

where Nab is the number of tasks involving a comparison between feature ta and feature tb.

Our proposed generalized method of moments estimator augments the just-identified estimator

with a set of Dl − 2 additional moment conditions for each indirect comparison

AFCPl(ta, tb)−
1

2
− 1

Nac

N∑
i=1

∑
j,k:Tijkl=ta,Ti[−j]kl=tc

Yijkl +
1

Nbc

N∑
i=1

∑
j,k:Tijkl=tb,Ti[−j]kl=tc

Yijkl = 0

We follow the standard framework for efficient estimation of overidentified GMM from L. P. Hansen

(1982) with the caveat that our observations are not independent and identically distributed but rather

clustered by respondents. To address this, we use the cluster-robust variance estimator for two-step

GMM proposed by B. E. Hansen and Lee (2019).
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5 Application

In this section, we reanalyze data from three recently published conjoint experiments in order to

demonstrate when preference cycling, and thus AMCE-AFCP divergence, is likely to occur. Our

analysis highlights three conditions under which researchers ought to be especially wary of transitiv-

ity violations: when preferences are not single-peaked, either because the attribute lacks a natural

ordering or because single-peakedness is violated despite there being a natural ordering; when pref-

erences over attributes are multidimensional; and when there are multiple attribute-features that are

similar to one another. In what follows, we walk through some applications of our diagnostic tools,

illustrating each type of FCP-transitivity violation and how it can be detected in data.

5.1 Single-peaked preferences cannot be assumed

As discussed in Section 3, aggregate preferences may exhibit cycles when individual preferences fail to

satisfy single-peakedness. By far the most common failure of single-peakedness that arises in conjoint

experiments occurs when attributes have no natural ordering, as is the case for race, profession, or

country of origin. We begin with an illustration of this type of violation using country of origin in

Hainmueller and Hopkins (2015). In this experiment, American survey respondents were asked to

compare profiles of hypothetical immigrants and select the ones they would prefer to admit to the

United States. We highlight a number of FCP-transitivity violations around the country of origin

values of France and Poland, which drive the AMCE of France over Poland to zero despite an average

preference for Poland over France in direct comparisons.

In the first column of Table 1, we compute the AFCP of France against each other alternative

(other than Poland) as given by Proposition 4, and in the second column we do the same for Poland.

Our reported AFCPs are recentered around 0 — that is, we subtract 0.5 from all estimates — to aid

in interpretability and comparability to the AMCE. The third column presents the difference between

the first two columns. We can then compare this quantity to the direct comparison, AFCP(France,

Poland), given in the fourth column. Any statistically significant divergence between the third and

fourth columns constitutes evidence of a transitivity violation. The final column presents the p-

value from our statistical test of such a violation — the equivalence test of the direct and indirect

comparisons given in Equation 2. We find three statistically significant FCP-transitivity violations:

France and Poland with, respectively, Germany (p = 0.02), Sudan (p = 0.01), and Somalia (p = 0.00).
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Table 1: Centered AFCPs for Direct and Indirect Comparisons for Country of Origin in Hainmueller
and Hopkins (2015)

a = France
b = Poland

AMCE(a, b)
Centered AFCP(a, b)

sample mean
Centered AFCP(a, b)

GMM
Estimate -0.015 -0.115 -0.020

CRSE (0.020) (0.043) (0.028)
p-value (0.46) (0.008) (0.49)

Indirect Comparisons Direct
Comparison

c AFCP (a, c) AFCP (b, c) AFCP (a, c)−
AFCP (b, c)

AFCP (a, b) p-value

Philippines -0.02 0.04 -0.06 -0.11 0.45
India -0.00 0.05 -0.05 -0.11 0.40
China 0.01 0.02 -0.01 -0.11 0.19
Mexico -0.03 -0.03 0.00 -0.11 0.12
Iraq 0.18 0.17 0.01 -0.11 0.15
Sudan 0.09 0.03 0.06 -0.11 0.04
Germany 0.00 -0.06 0.06 -0.11 0.02
Somalia 0.13 -0.00 0.13 -0.11 0.00

p-value from joint test of all restrictions: 0.08
Notes: This table presents AFCP estimates centered around zero, computed by subtracting 0.5 from the AFCP estimate.
p-value column presents the p-value associated with the Wald statistic from the three-level likelihood ratio hypothesis
test given in Equation 2, for levels a=France, b=Poland, and c as given in each row of the table. First table presents
estimates and standard errors for the AMCE and our two suggested AFCP estimators.

In each case, France performs better against the third alternative than does Poland, even though

France loses to Poland in a direct comparison. Accordingly, the AMCE of France vs. Poland is close

to 0, whereas the direct comparison clearly favors Poland.

As a test of the AMCE’s sensitivity to which levels are included in the indirect comparisons, Figure

1 presents our graphical diagnostic that plots all possible “held-out” AMCE estimates as described in

Section 4 above. First, we generate all possible combinations of left-out features, from zero (giving

us the AMCE reported in the original study) through all eight other countries besides France and

Poland (giving us the AFCP). For a given set of left-out countries, we eliminate from the data any

questions (not just profiles) that include any of those countries and reestimate the AMCE.10 We order
10Throughout, we also drop any comparisons involving a profile assigned to “facing persecution” for the reason for

immigration. This is because the randomization scheme has a cross-attribute restriction where immigrants facing
persecution are only allowed to be from Sudan, Somalia, Iraq, and China. Failing to account for this dependence
across attributes results in a partial aliasing of the country of origin treatments with the reason for immigration, as a
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Figure 1: AMCE Estimates for France vs. Poland for All Possible Combinations of Left-Out
Attribute Levels, Country of Origin in Hainmueller and Hopkins (2015)
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Notes: Blue point estimate indicates AFCP (equivalent to AMCE with all other attribute levels left out). Red point
estimate indicates AMCE in the original study (with no other attribute levels left out). 95% confidence intervals are
shown in gray.

and plot these AMCE estimates with their associated confidence intervals, highlighting the AMCE

(no left-out features) in red and the AFCP (all other features left out) in blue. Due to the amount

of data used, the AFCP has one of the largest confidence intervals of the estimates, while the AMCE

has one of the smallest.

Our analysis yields some cause for concern: it is not only the AFCP that diverges from the AMCE,

but a small (but not insubstantial) range of left-out estimates. Figure 1 also shows that while the

AMCE is lower-variance than the AFCP, it is nonetheless possible for the AFCP to detect a significant

effect where the AMCE does not, due to the AMCE’s averaging over preference cycles.

Even attributes that do have a natural ordering, such as age, may still fail to satisfy single-

peakedness. We have already proposed one hypothetical but entirely plausible example of such a

violation at the individual level: a voter who prefers both young and old candidates to middle-aged

ones. Reanalyzing an experiment targeting the political preferences of Tunisian voters by Black-

man and Jackson (2021), we highlight an aggregate FCP-transitivity violation for candidate age:

profile with an immigrant from Sudan, Somalia, Iraq or China has a different distribution of the reason for immigration
attribute compared to an immigrant from any other country. However, conditional on dropping these comparisons, the
experiment is essentially completely randomized.
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respondents are nearly indifferent between 30-year-old and 60-year-old candidates, but 30-year-olds

are significantly favored to 60-year-olds in indirect comparisons.

In Table 2, we can see an FCP-transitivity violation that is not an aggregate cycle of the form

a � b � c � a, but that is nonetheless problematic, and that can nonetheless drive a wedge between

direct and indirect preferences. Here, respondents are nearly indifferent between candidates aged 30

and 60: the AFCP of 30 vs. 60 is 0.04 (p = 0.43). But respondents significantly favor both 50-year-

olds and 40-year-olds over 60-year-olds, and also favor 30-year-olds over both categories, such that

FCP-transitive preferences ought to exhibit a much bigger positive preference for 30 over 60 in the

direct comparison.

Table 2: Centered AFCPs for Direct and Indirect Comparisons for Age in Blackman and Jackson
(2021)
a = 30
b = 60

AMCE(a, b)
Centered AFCP(a, b)

sample mean
Centered AFCP(a, b)

GMM
Estimate 0.11 0.037 0.11

CRSE (0.031) (0.047) (0.039)
p-value (0.00052) (0.43) (0.0040)

Indirect Comparisons Direct
Comparison

c AFCP (a, c) AFCP (b, c) AFCP (a, c)−
AFCP (b, c)

AFCP (a, b) p-value

70 0.09 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.93
50 0.07 -0.14 0.20 0.04 0.04
40 0.05 -0.17 0.22 0.04 0.02

p-value from joint test of all restrictions: 0.03

Notes: This table presents AFCP estimates centered around zero, computed by subtracting 0.5 from the AFCP estimate.
p-value column presents the p-value associated with the Wald statistic from the three-level likelihood ratio hypothesis
test given in Equation 2, for levels a=30 years old, b=60 years old, and c as given in each row of the table. AMCE(a, b)
is 0.11 (p = 0.00).

The diagnostic plot shown in Appendix Figure B1 again reveals some sensitivity of the AMCE

to left-out attribute values — this time, with the full AMCE reflecting a preference that is not

present in a head-to-head comparison of 30-year-old to 60-year-old candidates. We note, further,

that it is possible for some feature pairs to exhibit this problematic behavior while others do not:

Figure B2 presents an example of the same diagnostic plot for age 30 vs. 70, in which the AMCE

estimate is remarkably stable (and close to the AFCP) across all left-out feature combinations. We
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therefore encourage researchers to check every pair of features for such sensitivities before concluding

respondents have transitive preferences over an attribute.

5.2 Respondents have multidimensional preferences

Table 3: Centered AFCPs for Direct and Indirect Comparisons, Party in Blackman and Jackson
(2021)

a = Current of Love
b = Popular Front

AMCE(a, b)
Centered AFCP(a, b)

sample mean
Centered AFCP(a, b)

GMM
Estimate 0.049 -0.086 0.044

CRSE (0.043) (0.086) (0.057)
p-value (0.25) (0.312) (0.436)

Indirect Comparisons Direct
Comparison

c AFCP (a, c) AFCP (b, c) AFCP (a, c)−
AFCP (b, c)

AFCP (a, b) p-value

Democratic Current -0.02 0.17 -0.18 -0.09 0.55
Initiative Party -0.19 -0.12 -0.07 -0.09 0.92
Afek Tounes -0.10 -0.14 0.04 -0.09 0.43
Nidaa Tounes 0.08 0.00 0.08 -0.09 0.29
UPL 0.05 -0.06 0.11 -0.09 0.25
Machrouu Tounes 0.00 -0.25 0.25 -0.09 0.05
Ennahda 0.24 -0.06 0.30 -0.09 0.01
al-Irada Movement 0.20 -0.11 0.30 -0.09 0.02

p-value from joint test of all restrictions: 0.03

Notes: This table presents AFCP estimates centered around zero, computed by subtracting 0.5 from the AFCP estimate.
p-value column presents the p-value associated with the Wald statistic from the three-level likelihood ratio hypothesis
test given in Equation 2, for levels a=Current of Love, b=Popular Front, and c as given in each row of the table. First
table presents estimates and standard errors for the AMCE and our two suggested AFCP estimators.

Conjoint designs that seek to elicit political preferences must often contend with parties or positions

that are arranged along a multidimensional spectrum — fertile ground for transitivity violations.

Looking once more at Blackman and Jackson’s (2021) experiment, we highlight a number of aggregate

cycles in voters’ preferences over Tunisian parties in Table 3. Whereas the Popular Front is preferred

to the Current of Love party in direct comparisons, Current of Love tends to perform better than

Popular Front against most third alternatives, with three of these (Machrouu Tounes, Ennahda, and

al-Irada Movement) being statistically significant at p < .05. The diagnostic plot in Appendix Figure
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B3 shows that the AMCE for Current of Love vs. Popular Front is somewhat sensitive to the other

included features, though most estimates are not statistically distinguishable from zero.

5.3 The existence of similar attribute-features

Researchers often design experiments that include many attribute-features, as presenting respondents

with a variety of candidates is seen to increase the realism and external validity of the experiment.

However, with many possible attribute values on the table, there will often be categories that are

difficult for respondents to distinguish from one another. This situation also holds potential for

FCP-transitivity violations. In particular, while respondents may be indifferent or near-indifferent

between two features when presented with them in a direct comparison, the same features may

perform differently against other features, driving AMCE-AFCP divergence.

Table 4: Centered AFCPs for Direct and Indirect Comparisons for Profession in Clayton et al.
(2021)

a = Financial analyst
b = Professor

AMCE(a, b)
Centered AFCP(a, b)

sample mean
Centered AFCP(a, b)

GMM
Estimate -0.043 -0.06 -0.052

CRSE (0.020) (0.071) (0.029)
p-value (0.032) (0.40) (0.075)

Indirect Comparisons Direct
Comparison

c AFCP (a, c) AFCP (b, c) AFCP (a, c)−
AFCP (b, c)

AFCP (a, b) p-value

Computer programmer -0.17 0.10 -0.27 -0.06 0.10
Doctor -0.12 0.02 -0.14 -0.06 0.47
Nurse -0.07 0.04 -0.11 -0.06 0.62
Child care provider -0.04 0.07 -0.11 -0.06 0.56
Janitor 0.05 0.15 -0.10 -0.06 0.67
Construction worker 0.02 0.05 -0.03 -0.06 0.73
Gardener 0.06 0.09 -0.02 -0.06 0.67
Waiter 0.10 0.02 0.08 -0.06 0.11
Research scientist 0.07 -0.12 0.19 -0.06 0.04

p-value from joint test of all restrictions: 0.02

Notes: This table presents AFCP estimates centered around zero, computed by subtracting 0.5 from the AFCP estimate.
p-value column presents the p-value associated with the Wald statistic from the three-level likelihood ratio hypothesis
test given in Equation 2, for levels a=Financial analyst, b=Professor, and c as given in each row of the table. First
table presents estimates and standard errors for the AMCE and our two suggested AFCP estimators.
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In our final application, we analyze such a scenario for profession in Clayton et al. (2021), an

experiment eliciting preferences for immigrants to France. In Table 4, we focus on the comparison

between two professions, financial analyst and professor — both high-skilled, somewhat technical

white-collar jobs. Although the AFCP of financial analyst vs. professor is an imprecisely estimated

-0.06 (p = 0.40), there is a strong, statistically significant positive difference between the financial

analyst’s and the professor’s performance against a research scientist (p = 0.04). As shown in Figure

2, this intransitivity generates a wide range of possible AMCE estimates depending on which features

are left out (though the AFCP and AMCE themselves do not dramatically diverge).

Figure 2: AMCE Estimates for Financial Analyst vs. Professor for All Possible Combinations of
Left-Out Attribute Levels, Profession in Clayton et al. (2021)
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Notes: Blue point estimate indicates AFCP (equivalent to AMCE with all other attribute levels left out). Red point
estimate indicates AMCE in the original study (with no other attribute levels left out). 95% confidence intervals are
shown in gray.

6 Conclusion

Preference elicitation via conjoint analysis in political science has, to this point, largely focused on the

recovery of average treatment effects. However, the mapping from these effects to statements about

aggregate preferences is not straightforward. We have shown that the AMCE, the estimand focused

on by most political scientists, requires transitive and single-peaked preferences when there are more
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than two attribute levels. For many unordered and multi-valued attributes, these are potentially

very strong assumptions. If they fail, Condorcet-like preference cycles may exist, rendering AMCE

estimates largely uninterpretable.

The problem of preference cycles in conjoint experiments occurs because the AMCE violates the

independence axiom while forcing estimates into a linear order. That is, it incorporates information

about irrelevant attributes, mechanically producing a transitive ordering of attributes even when

preferences may be cyclic. We have characterized an alternative quantity, the AFCP, that remedies

this problem by only considering pairwise comparisons of features. However, since the AFCP exploits

fewer comparisons, it will be less precisely estimated. As a consequence, comparisons of the AFCP

and AMCE may be driven by preference cycling or by statistical noise.

We have proposed adapting a conventional statistical test of equality constraints on linear regres-

sion coefficients to formally evaluate the potential for preference cycles in conjoint data. We have

shown in several conjoint experiments the presence of cycles. Moreover, we highlight how the AMCE

masks them by incorporating indirect, irrelevant, comparisons.

As a point of intellectual history, the relationship we highlight between the AMCE and the AFCP

parallels a debate between Jean-Charles de Borda and the Marquis de Condorcet. As established by

Abramson et al. (2022), the AMCE corresponds to a perturbation of the Borda Rule (or ranked-choice

voting). Similar to the Borda Rule, the AMCE assigns scores to features by counting the number

of alternatives they are preferred to. Like the AMCE, the AFCP can also be viewed a preference

aggregation rule. And like the AMCE and Borda Rule, there are also strong similarities between the

AFCP and another well-known social choice rule: the Condorcet Method — or majority rule. The

Condorcet Method focuses on pairwise head-to-head comparisons between each pair of alternatives.

Because of this, it yields a straightforward interpretation as a majority preference.

The Marquis de Condorcet and Jean-Charles de Borda — contemporaries and arch-rivals — pro-

posed their methods as electoral rules that would choose among alternatives. This is straightforward

for the Borda Rule: the option with the highest Borda score wins.11 Moreover, because each option’s

Borda score is a natural number — and because natural numbers are ordered — the Borda rule

produces a transitive social preference ranking of the set of alternatives. For the Condorcet Method,

matters are, potentially, more complicated because an alternative that is majority preferred to every
11Of course, ties are possible for almost any choice rule including Borda, but they become increasingly unlikely as

the number of voters grow. Like most of the literature, we ignore the possibility of ties.
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other alternative — a “Condorcet winner” — simply may not exist. The pairwise comparisons may

produce cycles, meaning that the social preferences it produces are not transitive. The Condorcet

Method is thus said to not be decisive.

Subsequently, others have modified the Condorcet Method to ensure decisiveness. Duncan Black,

for example, proposed that the Condorcet winner should be picked if one exists, otherwise, the Borda

winner can be picked instead — forming a bridge between the two choice rules. The approach we

have put forward in this paper echoes Black’s rule but in the converse. Using our tools researchers

can estimate the relevant AFCPs and test for cycles. If none exist — and transitivity is likely to

maintain in their data — they should then feel more comfortable presenting results based upon the

AMCE, taking advantage of greater statistical power.
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A Proofs

Proof of Proposition 1. Start with the definition of the marginal component effect

MCEil(ta, tb) =
∑

(t,t)∈T

[Yi(ta, t, t)− Yi(tb, t, t)]× p(Tijk[−l] = t,Ti[−j]k = t|Tijk[−l],Ti[−j]k ∈ T̃ )

For ease of exposition, we suppress the conditioning notation Tijk[−l],Ti[−j]k ∈ T̃ .

Take the first part of the expression and decompose it by splitting t into the value for level l and the

values for all levels t′. Let Dl denote the set of levels that comprise attribute l, Dl = {0, 1, . . . , Dl−1}.

∑
(t,t)∈T

Yi(ta, t, t)× p(Tijk[−l] = t,Ti[−j]k = t) =

∑
q∈Dl

∑
(t,t′)∈T

Yi(ta, t, tq, t
′)× p(Tijk[−l] = t, Ti[−j]k[−l] = t∗|Ti[−j]kl = tq)p(Ti[−j]kl = tq)

By complete randomization (Assumption 4)

=
∑
q∈Dl

 ∑
(t,t′)∈T

Yi(ta, t, tq, t
′)× p(Tijk[−l] = t, Ti[−j]k[−l] = t∗|Tijkl = ta, Ti[−j]kl = tq)

 p(Ti[−j]kl = tq)

By the definition of the FCP (Definition 5)

=
∑
q∈Dl

FCPl(ta, tq)× p(Ti[−j]kl = tq)

Splitting the sum into three components yields

= FCP(ta, tb)× p(Ti[−j]kl = tb) + FCP (ta, ta)× p(Ti[−j]kl = ta) +
∑

q 6∈{a,b}

FCP(ta, tq)× p(Ti[−j]kl = tq)

where
∑

q 6∈{a,b} denotes a sum over all levels that are not ta or tb
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Applying the same logic to the other half yields

∑
(t,t)∈T

Yi(tb, t, t)× p(Tijk[−l] = t,Ti[−j]k = t) =

FCP(tb, ta)× p(Ti[−j]kl = ta) + FCP(tb, tb)× p(Ti[−j]kl = tb) +
∑

q 6∈{a,b}

FCP(tb, tq)× p(Ti[−j]kl = tq)

By construction, FCP(ta, ta) = FCP(tb, tb) = 1
2
and FCP(tb, ta) = 1− FCP(ta, tb). Therefore

∑
(t,t)∈T

Yi(tb, t, t)× p(Tijk[−l] = t,Ti[−j]k = t) =

p(Ti[−j]kl = ta)−FCPil(ta, tb)×p(Ti[−j]kl = ta)+
1

2
p(Ti[−j]kl = tb)+

∑
q 6∈{a,b}

FCPil(tb, tq)×p(Ti[−j]kl = tq)

Substituting into the MCE expression and rearranging terms:

MCEil(ta, tb) =

[
FCPil(ta, tb)−

1

2

]
×
[
p(Ti[−j]kl = ta) + p(Ti[−j]kl = tb)

]
+∑

q 6∈{a,b}

[
FCPil(ta, tq)− FCPil(tb, tq)

]
× p(Ti[−j]kl = tq)

If we further assume that the distribution of the attribute levels Ti−jkl is uniform: p(Ti−jkl = ta) =

p(Tijkl = t∗a) = 1
Dl

for all levels ta, t∗a ∈ Dl, this simplifies to

MCEil(ta, tb) =
2

Dl

[
FCPil(ta, tb)−

1

2

]
+

1

Dl

∑
q 6∈{a,b}

[
FCPil(ta, tq)− FCPil(tb, tq)

]

It is worth noting that the key equality obtained by the complete randomization assumption is

p(Tijk[−l] = t, Ti[−j]k[−l] = t∗|Ti[−j]kl = tq) = p(Tijk[−l] = t, Ti[−j]k[−l] = t∗|Tijkl = ta, Ti[−j]kl = tq)

which can hold under the less restrictive conditionally independent randomization (Assumption 4,

Hainmueller et al. (2014)) since we are also conditioning on the other attributes being in the common

support Tijk[−l],Ti[−j]k ∈ T̃

The relevant randomization restrictions are that all attribute levels in j are independent of those in

−j (such that Tijkl ⊥⊥ Ti[−j]kl, Ti[−j]k[−l]) and that conditional on the common support T̃ , Tijkl ⊥⊥ Tijk[−l]
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(since the attribute-levels in the common support are the “unrestricted” attribute levels).

However, one caveat is that conditioning on the “common support” T̃ may imply different distri-

butions of the other attributes Tijk[−l], Ti[−j]k[−l] for each of the FCPs that comprise a given MCE.

For example, if ta cannot appear with certain other attribute combinations, the FCP(ta, tb) will be

defined as an average over all possible other attribute combinations, but FCP(ta, tq) and FCP(tb, tq)

are averages only for those tasks where the attribute restrictions hold on the profile with tq.

Proof of Proposition 2. We will assume complete, transitive, and separable preferences on a

set of profiles with full support, and show the contra-positive of FCP-transitivity, i.e. FCP(tb, tc) >

FCP(ta, tc) =⇒ FCP(ta, tb) < FCP(tb, ta).

First, note that FCP(ta, tb) > FCP(tb, ta) ⇐⇒ FCP(ta, tb) > 0.5. We start by proving the

following lemma:

Lemma A.1. FCP(ta, tb) > 0.5 ⇐⇒ ta defeats tb in all all-else-equal comparisons.

Proof. Suppose there exists some combination of other attributes t such that (tb, t) � (ta, t). Then,

by separability this must be true for all combinations of other attributes. Next, take some t′ and

t′′ such that (ta, t
′) � (tb, t

′′), we know some must exist because FCP(ta, tb) > 0 and preferences are

connected. We also know that (tb, t
′) � (ta, t

′) and (tb, t
′′c) � (ta, t

′′) by separability. By transitivity,

it must also be that (tb, t
′) � (ta, t

′′). Thus, for every pair j, k such that (ta, j) � (tb, k), we must have

(tb, j) � (ta, k). It follows that there are at least as many comparisons that are not all-else-equal in

which tb defeats ta as vice versa. Because tb also wins all all-else-equal comparisons, FCP(ta, tb) < 0.5.

Swapping ta and tb proves necessity.

Next, take three attribute values ta, tb, and tc, and define the following:

X1 ≡ {t, b : (ta, t) � (tc, t
′)} X0 ≡ {t, t′ : (ta, t) ≺ (tc, t

′)}

Y1 ≡ {t, t′ : (tb, t) � (tc, t
′)} Y0 ≡ {t, t′ : (tb, t) ≺ (tc, t

′)}

By completeness, we have that every pair of other attribute combinations must belong to exactly one

of X1 and X0, and exactly one of Y1 and Y0; and |X1|+ |X0| = |Y1|+ |Y0|.

Suppose that FCP(tb, tc) > FCP(ta, tc). Then, Y1 > X1, which in turn implies X0 > Y0. It

follows that there must exist a pair of attribute combinations j, k such that (j, k) ∈ Y1, X0, that is,
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(tb, j) � (tc, k) and (ta, j) ≺ (tc, k). By transitivity, it follows that (tb, j) � (ta, j), and by Lemma A.1

we know that FCP(tb, ta) > 0.5.

Proof of Proposition 3. For sufficiency, without loss of generality take FCPi(ta, tb) ≥ 1/2.

From separability, it follows that for any vector of −l other attributes t, we have Y (ta, t, tb, t) = 1.

By transitivity, for any tj,

Yi(tb, t, tj, t) = 1 =⇒ Yi(ta, t, tj, t) = 1.

When preferences are separable, for any vector of −l other attributes t and t′, we have that

Yi(tb, t, tj, t
′) = 1 =⇒ Yi(ta, t, tj, t

′) = 1

which implies that FCPi(ta, tj) ≥ FCPi(tb, tj) for all tj. It follows then from the definition of

MCEi(ta, tb):

MCEi(ta, tb) =
2

Dl

(
FCPi(ta, tb)−

1

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0

)
+
Dl − 2

Dl

∑
tj 6=(ta,tb)

(
FCPi(ta, tj)− FCPi(tb, tj)︸ ︷︷ ︸

≥0

)
.

Necessity follows from the same argument as above by way of contraposition. That is, to show

that MCEi(tb, ta) ≥ 0 =⇒ FCP(tb, ta) ≥ 1/2, we prove its contrapositive, FCP(tb, ta) < 1/2 =⇒

MCEi(tb, ta) < 0. This is equivalent to FCP (ta, tb) ≥ 1/2 =⇒ MCEi(ta, tb) ≥ 0 which we have

shown in the first part.

Proof of Proposition 4. We focus on the case where ta 6= tb. By construction, AFCPl(ta, ta) =

AFCPl(tb, tb) = .5. Conditioning on the randomization distribution:

E[ÂFCPl(ta, tb, p(t))] = E

[∑N
i=1

∑K
k=1

∑J
j=1 Yijk1(Tijkl = ta, Ti−jkl = tb)

nab

]
=

1

nab

N∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

J∑
j=1

E[Yijk1(Tijkl = ta, Ti−jkl = tb)]

=
1

nab

N∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

J∑
j=1

E[Yijk|Tijkl = ta, Ti[−j]kl = tb]p(Tijkl = ta, Ti[−j]kl = tb)
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Where the last step follows from law of total expectation. Again, applying law of total expectation

=
1

nab

N∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

J∑
j=1

∑
(t,t′)

E[Yijk|Tijkl = ta, Tijk[−l] = t, Ti[−j]kl = tb, Ti[−j]k[−l] = t′]×

p(Tijk[−l] = t, Ti[−j]k[−l] = t′|Tijkl = ta, Ti[−j]kl = tb)p(Tijkl = ta, Ti[−j]kl = tb)

Under assumptions 1 and 2

=
1

nab

N∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

J∑
j=1

∑
(t,t′)

E[Yij(ta, t, tb, t
′)]×

p(Tijk[−l] = t, Ti[−j]k[−l] = t′|Tijkl = ta, Ti[−j]kl = tb)p(Tijkl = ta, Ti[−j]kl = tb)

For ta 6= tb, under Assumption 2 Ȳi(ta, t, tb, t′) = Yij(ta, t, tb, t
′)

=
1

nab

N∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

J∑
j=1

∑
(t,t′)

E[Ȳi(ta, t, tb, t
′)]×

p(Tijk[−l] = t, Ti[−j]k[−l] = t′|Tijkl = ta, Ti[−j]kl = tb)p(Tijkl = ta, Ti[−j]kl = tb)

Cancelling yields:

=
∑
(t,t′)

E[Ȳi(ta, t, tb, t
′)]× p(Tijk[−l] = t, Ti[−j]k[−l] = t′|Tijkl = ta, Ti[−j]kl = tb)

which is the definition of the AFCP.

B Additional Tables and Figures
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Figure B1: AMCE Estimates for 30 vs. 60 Years Old for All Possible Combinations of Left-Out
Attribute Levels, Age in Blackman and Jackson (2021)
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Notes: Blue point estimate indicates AFCP (equivalent to AMCE with all other attribute levels left out). Red point
estimate indicates AMCE in the original study (with no other attribute levels left out). 95% confidence intervals are
shown in gray.

Figure B2: AMCE Estimates for 30 vs. 70 Years Old for All Possible Combinations of Left-Out
Attribute Levels, Age in Blackman and Jackson (2021)
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Notes: Blue point estimate indicates AFCP (equivalent to AMCE with all other attribute levels left out). Red point
estimate indicates AMCE in the original study (with no other attribute levels left out). 95% confidence intervals are
shown in gray.
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Figure B3: AMCE Estimates for Current of Love vs. Popular Front for All Possible Combinations of
Left-Out Attribute Levels, Party in Blackman and Jackson (2021)
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Notes: Blue point estimate indicates AFCP (equivalent to AMCE with all other attribute levels left out). Red point
estimate indicates AMCE in the original study (with no other attribute levels left out). 95% confidence intervals are
shown in gray.
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